
Quotes from the Virtual School Conference 2016 

 

Lemn  Sissay: 

 Family acts as a buffer from negative overload 

 Looked after children are incredible.  Use the power of positive suggestion 

which is at the heart of all well-functioning families 

 Should we call the  "Assessment Centres" something more therapeutic when 

thinking about how children will respond to them?  

 For LAC every professional they see is often a reminder of the family trauma 

they have suffered 

 Get emotionally involved with our children 

 Do institutions understand the language of punishment and rules but not the 

language of emotional engagement? 

 Find positive role models in each area of culture/ business/arts for  

fostered/adopted children eg. Harry Potter,  Spiderman, Superman, Jayne 

Eyre, Steve Jobs.  Fill homes with books that might give our looked after 

children positive reference points 

 Govnt should foremost be judged on how it treats the children of the state 

 Family is a set of disputed memories over a lifetime 

 Christmas Day events being organised in Oxford and other cities are being 

organised by Lemm's associates.  Anything we put on for looked after children 

should have higher standards than any other event. 

 What do care leavers need to mend before they are ready to be role models 

for younger LAC.  Should not force this role upon them before they are ready 

 LAC are "glass bottomed boats".  They have lived in dysfunctional families so 

will be very quick to spot dysfunction in their new families.  When they do this 

they become the enemy and are asked to leave.  "We see stuff and are not 

acknowledged for it" !    

 Looked after children know how to make people feel either at ease or ill at 

ease.  They only later develop the skills to behave in a way that allows the 

middle path.   

 Looked after children often struggle to work out what issues are about the 

other person or just about their own issues 

 We should reach out to our looked after children with "tendrils of unconditional 

love" 

 "When I went to school  I could smell family on the other children" 

 Our looked after children don't need us to be strong all the time, just real.   

 

 

 

 



 

Luke Rogers 

 To speak about your experiences can give a sense of pride 

 Underachievement of LAC is nearly always linked to professionals not 

properly listening to them 

 Say "you are safe here" and mean it 

 Systems often lack heart and we need to find ways to put the heart back into 

all our systems 

 Offer young people familiar food when they are new to a placement. 

 Those who have been through multiple  placements suffer the most confusion 

about what the house rules actually are.   

 Be careful of self-fulfilling prophecies as a child will prove you right by either 

their success or their negativity/destructive behaviour.  They suffer 

"omnipresent anxiety" from constantly needing to adapt 

 Whilst talking to looked after children their bodies  may give nothing away, but 

inside the child/young person will be evaluating everything you're saying.  

Offer them exciting opportunities. 

 A crisis is what's happening in Syria not one young person's misbehaviour.  

Do we allow "LAC" a "blip" when they get it wrong or do we always look for an 

intervention/ therapeutic analysis of their behaviour? 

 DBS checks for a LAC to stay at another friend's house are oppressive! 

 Do foster carers/residential homes make their children feel "chosen" to be 

there…."we feel we can do something really special with/for  you!" 

 When placements break down we rush into blaming the child when it may just 

be that the matching/fit just wasn't right.  Think of how our own 

relationships/friendships develop.  We don't hit it off with everyone. 

 Luke read out a referral a social worker had written about him when he was 

14 before he went to a  foster carer and then provided a slide explaining what 

was really going on in his life at the time.  I will try and get these two slides as 

there was not a dry eye in the house.   We all felt part of a system that can 

often oppress children by crude and destructive labelling with no context for 

why the particular behaviour happened.  You'll never read a referral in the 

same light again and never write one without thinking about the context and 

finding something positive to say! 

 


